
 

 

 

Volunteer Teams for Runyon Up 
Salesforce Tower | Sunday, October 21, 2018 

 
Set-Up Team:  Volunteers will assist with the set-up of tables and chairs, and the placement of event 
signage.  Moving of boxes and other heavy objects may be required. 
 
Line Monitoring Team:  Volunteers will assist with maintaining an organized line of participants waiting 
outside and inside the lobby and will help ensure participants are admitted into the lobby at the 
appropriate time based on their wave assignment.  Volunteers will also direct virtual climbers to a 
designated elevator to the 61st Floor. 
 
Check-In Team:  Volunteers will greet participants upon arrival, confirm their registration, check photo 
IDs, and distribute their bib numbers.  (There will be no event day registration.) 
 
Bag Check Team:  Volunteers will check bags for participants upon their arrival and retrieve them for 
participants upon their departure.  Bag check will be located on the plaza. 
 
Pledge Collection Team:  Volunteers will assist with collecting offline donations obtained by participants 
in support of their climb. 
 
Information Team:  Volunteers will assist with answering participants’ questions to the best of their 
ability or will direct them to a staff member who can help.   
 
Directional and Cheer Team:  Volunteers will direct and cheer participants on, while helping to maintain 
order and avoid any congestion in the stairwell.  
 
Water Stop Team:  Volunteers will assist with the set-up, maintenance and breakdown of a water stop.  
Volunteers will ensure participants receive water and will help maintain a smooth traffic flow to avoid 
congestion near the water stop.  Volunteers should cheer participants on as well! 
 
Finish Line Team:  Volunteers will congratulate participants as they cross the finish line, hand out 
medals to reward their efforts, and distribute bottled water to help them hydrate after their climb.  
Volunteers will direct finishers to a designated elevator that will bring them to the ground level for the 
post-climb party on the plaza. 
 
Food Team:  Volunteers will assist with the unpacking, sorting, distribution and maintenance of various 
snacks and beverages for the participants. 
 
T-Shirt Team:  Volunteers will assist with the organization and distribution of t-shirts to participants.    
 
Breakdown Team:  Volunteers will assist with the breakdown of tables and chairs, and the removal of 
event signage.  Moving of boxes and other heavy objects may be required. 

 

 


